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Document type: Call for officer

Title: Call for Editor and Backup Editor - ISO/IEC 9899 Programming Languages -- C

Status: JTC 1/SC 22/WG 14 is calling for volunteers for the roles of Editor and Backup Editor for the C Programming Language standard. The following considerations are important:

- Both the editor and backup editor should have substantial experience with the C programming language.
- The standard is written in LaTeX. Either the editor or the backup editor should be familiar with LaTeX. Failing that, knowledge of another typesetting language such as troff would be helpful.
- The standard is written in US English. Either the editor or the backup editor should be a native English speaker.

National Bodies are encouraged to nominate an individual to serve in these roles. Please submit names as soon as possible, but not later than 13 June 2020 to the SC 22 WG 14 Convenor (dmk@dmk.com).
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